The Top 6 Pains of
RFP Management

Many businesses cringe at the idea of having to write a request for proposal (RFP). RFPs
have a reputation for taking a lot of time to create and review, making it a stressful and
time consuming process for procurement teams as well as the business units they service.
An effective RFP management process will ensure you get your RFP out the door quickly
and get proposals from qualified vendors who meet your business requirements. Learning
how to navigate the major pain points of the RFP, and taking advantage of RFP software
can help take the fear out of those three little letters: R-F-P.

1
Time and Effort
According to a study by the Harvard Business Review, 20 percent of company time is dedicated to
critical work, while the rest is being taken up by phone, email, and meetings. So time is valuable.
When dealing with RFP management, it is not just your time that needs to be considered but
also the time of the vendor. It is in everyone’s best interest to have a succinct RFP which lays out
exactly what you are looking for in a vendor and a winning bid.
The RFP management process can be segmented into five main stages:
Requirements gathering and stakeholder input
Writing of the RFP
RFP distribution and vendor invitation
Vendor proposal completion
Analysis and comparison of bid responses
Vendors will need to consider the time required to complete your RFP against the total cost of the
job and the risk of not winning the bid. In many cases, vendors themselves may require approval
from finance and legal departments, slowing down the process of completion.

The Solution:
RFP software can reduce the total creation time by 60 percent. How?
Templates can be used to automate 90
percent of the proposal leaving you to fill
out only the remaining crucial 10 percent.

Web-based RFPs are easier and faster
for vendors to complete. thus increasing
response rates and success rates.

The procurement team and subject-matter
experts can collaborate on a cloud-based
application with set roles and defined access.

Auto-scoring and live results can also
reduce the time spent analyzing the
responses and prevent the need to print
hard copies.
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Communication Issues
RFPs are all about the gathering of information. Understanding the
critical elements that you need for bidding proposals is crucial to the
success of the RFP management process. Instructions and requirements
on RFPs can often be unclear due to a range of issues:
Needs of different departments
Unprepared timelines
Unclear vision of current or future status
The idea that the more information, the better
If the purchaser does not understand the requirements correctly, the proposal will be inaccurate and
impede both the vendor’s chance of success and your selection process. Open-ended questions lead
to a broad range of responses making comparisons between vendors near impossible.

The Solution:
Tailoring questions in such a way that will make them easier to score later is a great way to
solve communication issues. Yes/no questions or multiple choice drop-down selections give
you clear responses to identify qualified bids.
Manage the entire RFP process through a single pane view. Assign roles and access levels to
key team members working on the RFP.
Communicate with single vendors or all vendors from within the RFP platform. A complete audit
of all communications is stored with the RFP to ensure transparency throughout the process.
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Complete Content
Clarifying the “need-to-know” points of your RFP are crucial. Determining exactly what
information you need from the vendors will eliminate back-and-forth communication later.
Important information may include:

Summary and background of
requested products or services

References

Your business or project objectives

Budget

Requirements

Schedule

Vendor details

Contact information

It is important to remember that the more information requested, the more you need to evaluate,
so keep things concise.
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Finding the Right Bids
Many RFPs are sent out blindly or encouraged to
be shared around. This strategy can lengthen the
assessment process forcing you to sift through lowquality applications. Having a clear idea of a business
that may be suitable for your needs and targeting it for
proposals will trim the fat at an early stage— ensuring
quality over quantity.
When deciding which vendors may be right for you,
customer reviews and portfolios speak volumes. If you
are looking for services within telecommunications,
research suppliers that already operate within your
industry or size of company. Contact other businesses
that already use their services and ask a handful of
questions about their performance.
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Budgeting
Deciding on your budget isn’t the hard part, knowing
what you can get for that money is. It is vital that your
request matches your budget. The way you outline
the request can keep this under control. For example,
asking for “innovative ideas” can lead to a broad range
of unnecessary and costly proposals.
Large projects may need to be scaled down or split
into smaller projects if the budget starts to blow out.
The Standish Group’s ‘Chaos Manifesto’ claims that
small projects have a 70 percent chance of performing
well, with large projects rarely ever staying within
budget and time frames.
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Audit, Compliance,
and Other Fun Stuff
Auditing can be as daunting as the RFP management
process itself. Readily accessible and concise
requirements can provide relief across both processes.
Regulatory or compliance requirements must be built
into the RFP. It is crucial that bidding vendors are
aware of security requirements, industry licensing or
certifications, and any sort of hoops they must jump
through to win the bid.
It is essential to maintain good relationships with
contractors, but the RFP process can put a strain
on this. If a current service provider is applying
for a contract, you need to take their pre-existing
knowledge of your business into account as part of
your evaluation. Many fear that a winning vendor may
have made inaccurate claims in its proposal—this can
be avoided with the right questions and some research
into the provider.
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The Solution is
DirectRFP :
®

Always remember, an RFP won’t solve a problem that has not been identified. Software
such as DirectRFP® is the key to RFP management success. It’s taken all the pain out
of RFP management by making RFPs easier to develop, faster to complete, and easily
measurable—avoiding all the pains of RFP management.

DirectRFP.com
We have managed hundreds of RFPs for our valued clients. Our mission is to help
organizations deploy better RFPs to reduce the cost of procurement.

Contact us to get started today!
Call: 916-757-1100
info@directrfp.com
9281 Sierra College Blvd.
Roseville, CA 95661

